
Gold Road's Yamarna Belt is a 

major new gold region 
Gold Road Resources is pioneering development of Australia’s newest 

goldfield, the Yamarna Belt, 200 kilometres east of Laverton in Western 

Australia. The Company holds tenements covering ~5000 square kilo-

metres in the region, which is historically underexplored and highly  

prospective for gold mineralisation. These tenements contain a gold  

resource of 6.1 million ounces, including 5.6 million ounces at the 

Gruyere deposit, which Gold Road discovered in 2013 and is currently 

the focus of development studies. While progressing Gruyere towards 

first production, Gold Road continues to explore for similar-scale  

deposits, on its own on its North Yamarna tenements and in conjunction 

with joint venture partner, Sumitomo Metal Mining Oceania  

(a subsidiary of Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Limited), on its South 

Yamarna (SYJV) tenements. 

      Update report on Gold Road Resources (GOR) rating it a BUY at $0.445  

      with a target of  $0.65  

In the past year, Gold Road's share price rose to 54Ac and exceeded our March 2015 target of  50c (up ~40% from 

its then price of 35.5c), before settling back to support at ~45c.  

Our pre-PFS 5%NPV has increased from 70c at ~$1533/oz to a post PFS of ~82c at ~A$1600/oz  

(being US$1200/oz at an A$ of US75c, with an approximate sensitivity of 3.2c per US$10/oz, or 16c per US$50/oz 

with a range of sensitivities varying from 59c to 114c in Table 3 on page 11 of the report, so as at today [6 April 

2016, Sydney EST] ~US$1231/oz & an A$ of US0.754c or A$1633/oz, GOR's NPV is ~8c higher at 90Ac, or about 

double the current share price of 44.5c).  

We have set what should be an achievable share price target within the coming year of  65c  

given the NPV has been based on Gruyere and makes no provision for exploration holdings, upside or potential  

discoveries within GOR's ~200km N-S strike length of the Yamarna greenstone belt.  

As for Gold Road's Gruyere discovery it appears to be heading for Tier 1 status and at some stage possibly a  

resource of ~10Moz.  

Especially with the EIS drillhole showing Gruyere extending to a depth of at least ~1150m below surface  

( 3 x the current 340m deep PFS designed pit), and the intersection of 120m @ 1.8g/t in DD107 (including ~28m @ 

2.9g/t) at a depth of ~600m, ie below the current resource, and ~260m below the PFS pit. 

So aside from the slightly higher gold price, and an actual released PFS (vs our pre-PFS estimate)  

what are the main causes behind our higher NPV,  

(which if we had used our original expected recovery of 95% would have been ~13c higher at  95c)? : 

 

 Basically, the released February 2016 PFS appears to be very conservative : 

 the pit could be ~60m deeper at 400m (ie Gruyere's final wall angles appear in our/ERA's opinion  

 to be too shallow at 40 degrees, comparable to Malarctic's 400m deep pit with a 46 degree wall angle),  

 and that could add another 2 years' to Gruyere's life, plus grades appear to increase at depth.  

 Another possibility is an in-wall ramp at the end of the pit's life. 

 rated (hard rock) at 7.5mtpa, up to 8.4mtpa may at least be achievable - we have used 8mtpa. 



 only minor modifications appear to be required to achieve ~9mtpa or more. 

 the higher grade Attila, Alaric and Central Bore appear likely to be treated (Attila and Alaric were actually  

 referred to with pit outlines in the September 2015 ore resource announcement), and all 3 are being  

 reviewed/re-interpreted. 

  which results in Gruyere potentially maintaining a low cost production rate of >300kozpa. 

 our model actually has lower recoveries (in line with the PFS, ie 91% to 93%) compared to our/ERA 2015  

 expectations of possibly >95%. Recoveries could still be 1% to 2% higher than the PFS, and each 1% increase, 

 adds ~4c to 4.5c to the NPV (see our sensitivity table on page 11). At 95%, our NPV is 13c higher.  

  the DFS could be completed faster (than the end of CY 2016), depending on the timing of the approvals,  

 and a number of banks have commented that Gold Road's PFS appears to be at a higher standard than  

 some of the DFS' they have banked. 

 -  construction and ramp up commissioning could start earlier, due to the downturn in the industry resulting 

 in the cancellation by other companies of their long lead items (eg the sag mill and/or gyratory crusher)  

 that may be applicable to Gruyere.  

 -  unit costs and capex may also be lower - again due to the industry downturn, lower diesel prices, wages, 

 equipment etc 

 -  Depending on approvals in 2016, etc , Gruyere could be in full production by late 2018 / MQ 2019. 

Gold Road has been drawing comparisons in some of its recent presentations with a Canadian gold mine called 

Malarctic. Malarctic is an operating gold mine treating a similar rock type in a far harsher/wintry climate than 

WA, and with a similar resource size to Gruyere, Malarctic was built for capex ~$1bn.  It has lower grade, lower  

recoveries, and higher costs [estimated 2016 AISC of A$1060/oz (US$800/oz)] compared to Gruyere. The Malarctic 

mine currently treats ~20mtpa and produces ~600kozpa (ie about double ERA's expectations from Gruyere).  

And it was acquired by Yamana and Agnico from Osisko for US$4.4bn in 2014, soon after achieving full production.  

Our valuation does not factor in any value for the exploration on Gold Road's ~200km N-S strike length of the 

Yamarna greenstone belt which continues to make steady progress, but as yet no second significant discovery,  

possibly because there appears to be too many targets making material progress. 

In North Yamarna, the focus appears to be on  4 areas, namely: 

 

 Renegade (prev called Khan North) which has increased in width to ~220m of dacite porphyry contained flat lying 

 mineralised veins, 

 Washburn at Corkwood where RC has identified 6 to 8 structures compared to the 2 discovered by RAB/interface, 

 and in which panning of an RC drillhole produced gold grains and a "tail" of visible gold at a depth of 24m,

 Wanderrie - especially the Supergroup from Santana to Satriani which is regarded as the southern extension of the 

 Yamarna shear zone (that includes the Attila/Alaric/Central Bore package), and which increased its strike length from 

 2.4km to 5.2km in 2015. Re-interpretation of a faulted block (thought to be faulted east, now shown to be west) has 

 resulted in a further prospective ~6km southerly extension.  Satriani of course has that intersection of 5m @ 7.3g/t,  

 and 5 of Wanderrie's ~22 targets are in a follow-up RC programme. 

 Possible nearby further sources for the Gruyere plant. Hence revisiting Yam14/Toto (south of Gruyere) which  

 understandably became overlooked as Gruyere progressed. And two other targets : north and east of Gruyere. 

 



In South Yamarna or the SYJV with Sumitomo, the focus appears to be on ~5 areas, namely: 

 Smokebush especially after those late 2015 intersections of ~67m @ 3.1g/t (fairly consistently mineralised as shown 

 in Figure 18a), and 200m further north with 6.8m @ 15.9g/t, with the current RC programme focusing on the northern 

 extension of the dolerite. 

 Yaffler and its disturbed demag northern area called the Yaffler Complex, plus a possible doleritic unit.  

 Toppin Hill with its current RC programme aiming to better define the structures after intersections in 2014 and the 

 EIS results of ~9m @ 3.5g/t in 2015. 

 Bluebell, with its two structural target areas on either side of a large granite of which the westernmost target had 

 an encouraging geochem high of 186ppbAu 

 Plus of course the numerous targets shown in Figure 21b that include a review of Beefwood and Landmark.  

So Gold Road could easily make another discovery within the coming year,   
which could increase its share price; apart from making steady progress on Gruyere's DFS and then taking Gruyere 

through construction and into production.  

It should be noted that an estimated a PER of 3x for the first 2 years of a 13 year mine life, infers that Gold Road 

appears to be well undervalued at its current share price of 44.5Ac. 

Our/ERA's NPV at the gold price and A$ this morning (6 April 2016) is 90c, or about double the current share 

price of 44.5c. 

Gold Road is consequently rated as a Buy at 44.5c with a target of >65c. 

Regards 

Keith, 
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 Gold Road Resources Limited (GOR) –  

Searching for the next Major Discovery while taking Gruyere 

through its DFS, construction and into initial ~300kozpa  

Production from late 2018  

Gold Road completed its PFS in February 2016 to almost bankable status for a 7.5mtpa (rated hard rock) 
operation producing an average ~265kozpa over a 12-year life from MQ19. However in our/ERA opinion, 
Gruyere's DFS (subject to approvals) could be completed faster than late 2016 and be in  
ramp-up production possibly in DH2018.  
 

• Sensitivities and possible alternatives are to be undertaken in the DFS such as steepening the lower wall angles 
to more than 40 degrees or consider an in-wall ramp which could deepen the pit by ~60m and potentially 
add ~15mt or ~2 years to the mine life (tpvm of the current resource at 340m deep is ~250kt). Or bringing 
in the slightly higher grade Attila (~4mt @ ~1.6g/t), and at some stage phase in Central Bore, while higher 
achievable throughput rates could maintain the production rate at closer to ~300kozpa.  
 

• Having completed RAB/interface and/or aircore over most of its high priority gold camp targets along its ~200km 
section of the Yamarna greenstone belt, GOR has delineated 4 main prospect areas in the Northern "half" 
for initial follow-up being Washburn (Corkwood), Wanderrie, Renegade (prev Khan North) & Yam14-Toto, 
while re-interpreting Attila, Alaric and Central Bore, plus new considerations north and east of Gruyere.  
 

• Within the Southern "half" (essentially the Sumitomo 50/50 JV area), the focus is currently on Smokebush,     
Yaffler, Toppin Hill and Bluebell, and to some degree Landmark and Beefwood. Breelya is considered by 
the SYJV to be advanced enough as to require the other areas to achieve a similar level of exploration, 
before taking the ranked prospect targets to the next stage. Smokebush still seems to be the most prom-
ising after those late 2015 intersections of ~67m @ 3.1g/t in RC, & 200m further Nth of 6.8m @ 15.9g/t in 
DD.  

FINANCIAL ESTIMATES : (Note : This ERA scenario is just one of a number of possible scenarios that could occur :)  
























